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Abstract - Real time disk scheduling plays important role in
time critical applications. Conventional database are mainly
characterized by their strict data consistency requirements.
Database systems for real-time applications must satisfy timing
constraints associated with transactions. The numbers of
algorithms are proposed to schedule real time transactions in
order to produce the overall performance. This paper presents
the overview of existing approaches for scheduling the realtime transactions. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is a basic
algorithm which meets the real time constraints, but it gives
poor disk throughput. Adaptive Earliest Deadline (AED)
improves the performance which uses feedback control
mechanism to attain HIT ratio 1.0. Hierarchical Earliest
Deadline (HED) maximizes the sum of the values of those
transactions that commit by their deadline, and minimizing the
number of missed deadlines becomes a secondary concern.
The study investigated performance of EDF, AED
algorithms, from which experimental result shows that AED
gives better performance under overloaded condition.
Keywords- Real-Time database, EDF, AED, HED,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time systems are defined as those systems in which the
accuracy of the system does not depend only on the logical
results of computations but also on the time at which the results
are produced [7]. Real-time systems are divided into three
types; Hard Real-Time System, Soft Real-Time System and
Firm Real-Time System. Hard Real-Time System never
allowed to miss a deadline because that can lead to complete
failure of the system. In Soft Real-Time System a deadline
allowed to be missed, while there is no complete failure of the
system it can lead to decreased performance. Firm Real-Time
system is more strict than soft real-time system and less strict
than hard real-time system. In this system, missing the deadline
can lead to decreases the quality of service of the system.
Several previous Real Time Database System studies [1],[3]
have addressed the issue of scheduling transactions with the
purpose of minimizing the number of miss transactions. A
common observation of these studies has been that assigning
priorities to transactions according to an Earliest Deadline [2]

policy minimizes the number of miss transactions in systems
operating under low or moderate levels workload. Haritsa et al
points out [5] the need for load control in RTDBMSs. In
Earliest Deadline First algorithm, higher priority assign to
transactions with earlier deadlines. EDF gives poor
performance under overload conditions [9]; due to assigning
higher priorities to transactions that are close to missing their
deadlines since those transactions delay other transactions that
may otherwise be able to meet their deadlines. Haritsa et al
proposes the Adaptive Earliest Deadline (AED) priority
assignment algorithm [5] for priority assignment as well as for
the load control of the system. In this algorithm, transactions
are divided into two groups hit group and miss group. AED
algorithm used feedback control to dynamically adjust the
capacity of hit group to improve the performance of the system
under overload condition. Likewise many more algorithms are
proposed to overcome the problem of overload condition and
increase the system performance.
In real-time disk-based database system, disk I/O requires
maximum transaction execution time. Like CPU scheduling,
Disk scheduling algorithms that followed timing constraint can
significantly improve the real-time performance. Earliest
Deadline First and Highest Priority First are the popular real
time CPU scheduling algorithms have to be modified before
they can be applied to I/O scheduling. The main reason is that
disk seeks time, which accounts for a very significant fraction
of disk access latency, depends on the disk head movement.
The order in which I/O requests are serviced, therefore, has an
immense impact on the response time and throughput of the I/O
subsystem [6].
II. REAL-TIME SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Scheduling algorithms are major part of real-time systems
and there exists many different scheduling algorithms due to
varying needs and requirements of real time systems.
A. Earliest Deadline First(EDF)
In 1973 Liu and Layland, suggested the most popular real
time scheduling algorithms Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [2].
EDF is a dynamic priority algorithm in which task with the
earliest deadline has the highest priority. EDF algorithm gives
best performance and minimize miss ratio, when systems
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operating under low or moderate levels of resource and data
contention. However, the performance of Earliest Deadline
First algorithm is suddenly degrades in an overloaded system.
This is because, under heavy loading, transactions gain high
priority only when they are close to their deadlines.
Table 1 represents a sample transaction set that will be used
as common example throughout this paper to better understand
the differences among real time transaction scheduling
approaches. Table I consists of different parameters like arrival
time Ai, block size Bs, start block Sb, end block Eb, execution
time Ei, deadline Di, transfer time Tt. Here service table 2 is
calculated to find how much time required for servicing each
transaction from Ti to Tn.
TABLE I
PARAMETER OF SAMPLE TRANSACTION SET

EDF scheduled the deadlines by giving priority to earliest
deadline first.
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Fig. 1. Schedule produce by Earliest Deadline First algorithm

Figure 1 illustrates the schedule produced by Earliest
Deadline First. The execution time for transaction T11 is 50.5
and its deadline is 49, transaction T11 executed after its
deadline. Similarly from the timing diagram we can say that the
transactions T2, T12, T1, T3, T4, T5, T10, T8, T9, T6 executed
after their deadline, so all these transactions are considered as
MISS transactions. As clear from the figure 1, the EDF gives
worst performance in overloaded condition as only one
transaction is HIT.

TABLE II
SERVICE TABLE OF SAMPLE TRANSACTION
SET

Figure 1 illustrates the schedule produced by Earliest
Deadline First.

B. Adaptive Earliest Deadline (AED)
The Adaptive Earliest Deadline algorithm is the modified
version of the Earliest Deadline First algorithm. The AED as in
[5] algorithm uses a feedback control mechanism to estimate
the number of transactions that are sustainable under an EDF
schedule. In AED algorithm, transaction executing in the
system are divided into groups, HIT group and MISS group
as in. whenever transactions are arrive in the system, AED
assign a unique integer key to each transaction randomly. Then
these transactions are arranged into key ordered list i.e
increasing order of key and position of each transaction is
noted. If position of transaction is less than or equal to
HitCapacity transaction is come under Hit Group otherwise in
Miss Group. Here HitCapacity is Dynamic control variable of
AED algorithm, which control the load of the Hit Group.
EDF algorithm is used to schedule the transactions in the Hit
group and transactions in Miss group are schedule by Random
Priority as shown in figure 2. HIT Ratio of a transaction group
is fraction of transaction that had completed the execution
before its deadline.
After scheduling the transaction next step is to take the
information from the system to calculate the new HitCapacity,
if new HitCapacity is greater than previous HitCapacity then
continue this process until new HitCapacity = priv HitCapacity
[5].
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Fig. 2. AED Priority Mapping

Main aim of the AED algorithm is to maximize the number
of transaction that can be completed before their deadlines in
the HIT group.and all this work is done by controlling the size
of Hit group using the control variable that is HitCapacity.
Consider total number of transactions are 12, therefore
HITcapacity is 6 (assume)
No. of transactions in HITgroup= 6
No. of transactions in MISSgroup= 6
Order T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 according to Earliest Deadline
First we get T2 T1 T3 T4 T5 T6
Order T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 according to Random Priority
we get T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12
Therefore Schedule become

“T2 T1 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12”
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Fig. 3. Schedule produce by Adaptive Earliest Deadline

HITratio(HIT)= 3/6 = 0.55
HITratio(ALL)=4 /12 = 0.33
HITratio(ALL)<0.95 then
HITcapacity=
Max
(HITcapacity,
NumTrans *1.25)
HITcapacity=Max (6, 0.33*12*1.25)

HitRatio(ALL)*

Figure 3 illustrates the schedule produced by Adaptive
Earliest Deadline First. Form figure it is clear that AED gives
better performance than EDF algorithm in overloaded
condition.
C. Hierarchical Earliest Deadline(HED)
This algorithm considers the transactions with different
values assigned to them. The goal of Hierarchical Earliest
Deadline algorithm is to maximize the sum of the values of
those transactions that completed before their deadline expired,
and minimizing the number of transaction that are completed
after their deadline[5]. The main problem when we consider
value and deadline of transactions are to construct a priority
ordering of transactions. Hierarchical Earliest Deadline (HED)
is extension of the AED algorithm. In HED algorithm grouping
of transactions are based on their values. According to values
of transaction it makes buckets and within each AED-like
algorithm is use to determine the relative priority of
transactions belonging to the bucket. The priority mapped unit
maintains a dynamic list of buckets. When transactions arrived
in the system, it assigned to a particular bucket based on its
value. Each bucket in the list has minimum value (MinValue)
and maximum value (MaxValue) attributes. There are two
special buckets, TOP at the head and BOTTOM at the tail of
the list. The MinValue and MaxValue attributes of TOP bucket
are set to ∞, while the MinValue and MaxValue attributes of
BOTTOM bucket are set to zero. When a new transaction,
arrives in the system, it check bucket for MinValue ≤ Valuenew
≤ MaxValue. If no such bucket exists, a new bucket is inserted
in the list that satisfied the value of transaction. The MinValue
of the bucket are computed as (AvgValue / SpreadFactor)
whereas MaxValue of bucket are computed as (AvgValue *
SpreadFactor), respectively. The SpreadFactor parameter of
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HED algorithm controls the maximum spread of values within
a bucket. Whenever a transaction enters or leaves the system,
the value of AvgValue, MinValue and MaxValue attributes are
updated. After creating value based bucket transactions
scheduling are performed using AED algorithm. That means
within each buckets transactions are scheduled using AED
algorithm.

RESULT OF EARLIEST DEADLINE FIRST

Fig. 4. Schedule produce by Hierarchical Earliest Deadline

In HED algorithm deadlines are consider as values of a
transactions. From figure 4 it is clear that HED gives better
performance. It behaves like EDF in underloaded condition and
AED in overloaded condition.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, we
choose the MISS and HIT as the performance index to analyzed
the algorithms. We test Earliest Deadline First, Adaptive
Earliest Deadline and Hierarchical Earliest Deadline algorithms
in JAVA platform using NetBeans IDE 6.9. MISS and HIT
ratioresults of transactions after scheduling with Earliest
Deadline First algorithm shown in table III, as load of the
system increasing, transaction MISS ratio of EDF algorithm
increases significantly, which would brings catastrophic
consequences to the system. As can be seen from table IV,
transactions scheduled by Adaptive Earliest Deadline algorithm
gives better performance even under overloaded condition.
This is due to the introduction of feedback control mechanism.
It increases the HIT ratio of the transaction by using control
variable that is HitCapacity.
Table III and IV shows that overloaded workload condition,
is a baffling problem when Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is
used to schedule the transactions. As EDF performed worst as
compare to all AED real-time scheduling policy in overloaded
condition because In EDF priority is assigned to the transaction
according to their deadline, although AED improved the
performance in the same. Hierarchical Earliest Deadline
behaves like EDF in underloaded condition and like AED in
overloaded condition.

TABLE IV
RESULT OF ADAPTIVE EARLIEST DEADLINE

Table III and IV shows that overloaded workload condition,
is a baffling problem when Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is
used to schedule the transactions. As EDF performed worst as
compare to all AED real-time scheduling policy in overloaded
condition because In EDF priority is assigned to the transaction
according to their deadline, although AED improved the
performance in the same. Hierarchical Earliest Deadline
behaves like EDF in underloaded condition and like AED in
overloaded condition.
IV. CONCLUSION

TABLE III

We have analyzed various real time transactions scheduling
algorithms like Earliest Deadline First, Adaptive Earliest
Deadline and Hierarchical Earliest Deadline. In EDF
transactions are ordered according to deadline and the request
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with earliest deadline is serviced first. Experimental result
shows that, EDF gives poor performance in overloaded
condition. To avoid this AED algorithm works and performs
better than EDF. On hit group it applies EDF and on miss group
it applies random priority algorithm which increases the hit
ratio 1.0.
In some real-time applications, different transactions may be
assigned different values. Setting tradeoff between value and
priority is difficult task, it is addressed by HED algorithm
where the goal here is to maximize the sum of the values of
those transactions that commit by their deadline, and
minimizing the number of missed deadlines becomes a
secondary concern.
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